R+R — ROADSIDE RENDEZVOUS

Water travelers: Fredrick-Miller Spring
BY CHARLIE MAGUIRE

I

GREW UP where the drink-

ing water never tasted good.
Our well water was so full of
minerals that we mixed Kool
Aid (without sugar) to mask
the flavor when we quenched
our thirst out in the hay field.
Once, I remember going
across the road to the neighbors
because their well water was
sweet. I took a gallon jug and
filled up outside and brought it
home. That was the start of my
“water traveling” and I’ve been
traveling ever since.
That’s why I understand
people who frequent the
Fredrick-Miller Spring in Eden
Prairie. As I pulled into a little
wayside that marks the spring,
I could hear the sound of Riley
Creek. Running water always

sounds good. The cool, dark
valley that forms Purgatory
Bluff and the Prairie Bluff
Conservation Area funneled
the crisp sound of the little
creek to my ears.
The popular spring has
been delivering water for centuries, most recently via a
3-inch galvanized pipe. What
water isn’t caught by containers people bring with them
spills onto a metal grate boxed
in on all four sides by a
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concrete trough. It provides a
resting place for bottles — and
keeps the steady flow of the
spring off your shoes.
William Fredrick and his
farm partner Anton Kruger
moved the spring from the
west side of the road to the east
side by digging a trench,
diverting the spring to its present location. I’m guessing they
did it because the steep valley
wall where the spring reveals
itself, doesn’t allow anyone to
get out of the way of traffic on
County Road 4 — then or now.
The spring has changed little
over time. The water is continually tested (and has had only a
few citations). What changes is
the area around the spring, but
more about that in a bit.

But long before Fredrick
and Kruger grabbed their shovels, Native people traveled here
or water. The spring was
known as Minewaucan or curing water. Eden Prairie pioneer
Helen Holden Anderson wrote
that when the usual home
remedies failed to take hold,
sickly folks came down to the
spring. “One had only to drink
deep and often of this,” she
wrote of the water, “and the
sparkle would return to one’s

cheeks, strength to one’s limbs,
and laughter to one’s ribs.”
Modern medical science
may differ with Helen, but her
words certainly described the
people I met that day. A man in
a truck loaded with huge blue
containers traveled from Elk
River. “It’s a hundred-mile
round trip once a month,” he
said, “and I’ve been doing it for
years.” He smiled and kept filling five-gallon jugs one after
the other. Then without visible
effort, he hoisted the containers, weighing upwards of 40
pounds each, back into the
pickup, all without a break.
It was impressive.
After he left, there was a
brief lull, until the next car
pulled up. This time with a
family. The rosy-cheeked kids
got out and played down by the
creek like they’d been there
many times before. “We drive
over from Saint Paul,” one of
the grownups said as she slid
a recycled milk jug under the
pipe. ”We could go to the
Schmidt Brewery, which is in
our neighborhood, but they
charge you there. Here we can
fill up for free then take the
kids hiking.” I nodded in agreement. A trail over the creek
leads to a pretty bluff. The
other thing she said she liked
as she glanced at the road was,
“We meet the same people here
over and over. Like there’s this
happy guy who drives a long
way with his pickup full of
blue water jugs.”
“You just missed him,” I said.
And on and on the water
travelers came. The spring runs
day and night with water that

“tastes like oxygen, tastes like
air,” another spring fan said.
The Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources (DNR)
estimates the state’s springs
total between 15,000 and
22,000. DNR Fisheries has in
its possession a linen map
measuring 5 feet by 2 feet fivefoot that Thaddeus Surber, an
aquatic biologist, put together
in 1922. He started the whole
survey and the hunt goes on
to fully document even more
locations online.
If you think you’ve come
upon an undiscovered source,
enter your observation of
where the spring is on arcgis.
dnr.state. mn.us/gis/
CitizenSprings/. There are
some handy photo examples
to aid your identification too.
Springs, the DNR cautions,
may not look like the one at
the Fredrick-Miller site. That
latter name, by the way, comes
from Arthur Miller who
acquired the pipe in 1968 and
donated it to the City of Eden
Prairie a year later. The city
kept up improvements that
you see today and declared the
spring a Local Heritage
Preservation Site in 1997.
The fate of the spring

Some water travelers who
visit the site are seriously
concerned about a new
planned development of
50 or so homes on a property
that touches Fredrick-Miller
Spring’s land. They fear the
water’s quality could be compromised as a result.
The Friends of FredrickMiller Spring is urging further

study and the fate of the spring
has yet to fully play out.
For many, traveling for
water will continue. Some of
us will always be water travelers, continually seeking a finer
vintage than we’ve experienced
in our childhood or elsewhere.
In this case, the Fredrick-Miller
Spring has not only enjoyed a
sweet-tasting legacy, it’s also
been a place to quench a historical thirst and to find serenity
and quiet space in a rapidly
encroaching world.

n
Run

ing water always sounds

good.

Charlie Maguire is a
traveling songwriter and
musician who makes frequent
stops in Hennepin County
to listen to water.

PUT ON YOUR FLASHERS:
Fredrick-Miller Spring has
parking for about eight cars.
If you are not getting water but
just looking around, drive past
the pipe and park as near to
County Road 4 as you can, to
allow water travelers to pull
in closer to the spring.
SOURCES
• startribune.com/
minnesota-is-the-land-of-15-000springs-too/415802244/.
• edenprairie.org/community/abouteden-prairie/eden-prairie-history.
• swnewsmedia.com/chanhassen_
villager/news/proposed-development-sparks-outcry-over-impactsto-fredrick-miller-spring/
article_d55b80eb-a9ae-5d3cb794-6dd2b52c1b10.html.
• patch.com/minnesota/edenprairie/
historic-fredrick-miller-spring-remains-protected-landmark-eden-prairie.
• fredrickmillerspringfriends.org.
Photos courtesy the author.
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PRESERVING HISTORY
stories, and promote greater cross-cultural
understanding. Cultural centers serve as
a valuable tool to help rewrite the popular
narrative on Native American arts and
cultures by providing accurate information about their tribe’s unique history,
accomplishments, government structure,
and belief system.

Long before freeways

Centuries-old Native dugout canoe
housed at Hoċokata Ti in Shakopee

July 2019, the Shakopee Mdewakanton
Sioux Community’s Hoċokata Ti [ho-chokah-tah-tee] cultural center has provided
the tribe with an important place to gather
and celebrate their heritage. The cultural
center features a public exhibit,
Mdewakanton: Dwellers of the Spirit Lake,
which tells the history of Mdewakanton
Dakota people from the tribe’s perspective,
something that is highly unique in
museum settings.
When visitors walk through the center’s
exhibit, they learn about the history of
Dakota people through a series of displays
of cultural objects, from Native regalia to
artifacts from pre-contact periods to a caramel-colored dugout canoe. Like all great
museum objects, the canoe has a rich history dating back hundreds of years.
Long before the advent of crisscrossing
freeways, freight trains, and light rail lines,
Native Minnesotans — including Dakota
people — used canoes to travel along river
tributaries, fish, and gather rice. Waterways
have long been important to the Dakota,
who settled villages near water, which is
essential for sustaining life.
These canoes were more than modes
of transportation: they were lifelines.
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From tree to transportation

Creating a dugout canoe was no small
feat and required careful workmanship.
Hardwoods trees like oak, basswood, or
cottonwood were preferred because of their
density and durable fibers. Traditionally,
people chose readily available trees that
had the best buoyancy qualities. Interesting
enough, the canoe on display at Hoċokata
Ti is made of white pine, a soft wood, not
in abundance near Lake Minnetonka,
where the canoe was recovered.
While more susceptible to rot than an
oak-based canoe, white pine is lighter and
easier to work than a hardwood. Never
theless, the canoe is heavy — it took six
staff members to bring the piece into
the exhibit.
Only one other canoe has been discovered in Lake Minnetonka, according to the
Maritime Heritage Minnesota Dugout
Canoe Project Report, completed in 2014.
In that report, the other Lake Minnetonka
canoe is referred to as the Lake
Minnetonka North Arm Dugout Canoe
(21-HE-438).
The description provided by the original
collector for the canoe in the Shakopee
Mdewakanton Sioux Community’s collection reads: “An old Dakota dugout canoe. It
was found stuck in the mud at the bottom
of Lake Minnetonka in the 1930s.”

hollowed-out canoes
were important
transportation and
food-gathering vessels
for Native Americans.
Dugout canoes were also discovered
along miles-long rivers and lakes in
the Minnesota River valley throughout
the 1900s.
Creating dugout canoes

Native people used carefully controlled fire
to hollow out the tree log. The maker would
scrape out the burned wood with a shell or
stone tool, then burn more wood, extinguish the flames, and scrape more.
Crosswise cuts were made inside the trunk
roughly a foot apart after the wood was
properly seasoned, effectively splitting
the wood lengthwise.
Stone axes, bone knives, and clamshells
were used to refine the design. The process
took many days. More recently, metal axes
have been commonplace to shape a flat
bottom with straight sides.

Photos courtesy Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community.

S

traversed Minnesota’s
landscape,

BY KEITH B. ANDERSON
INCE FIRST OPENING ITS DOORS in

and freight trains

Discover
Hoċokata Ti
What is it?

Dugout canoes were vital resources for early Minnesota Native Americans. Carved from a variety
of wood species, the canoes helped tribes navigate waterways and gather food, including rice.

After creating a canoe with the proper shape
and adequate carving for seating, the maker
would leave the canoe to “season” throughout a drying and oiling process. Native people preserved their canoes for the winter by
submerging them in water. Doing so seasoned and stored the canoe through the
long, harsh Minnesota winters.
Carbon testing dates canoe
to 18th century

The Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux
Community did carbon testing on the
canoe to determine its age. This process
involves extracting a small wood sample to
be examined under a microscope and testing it using accelerator mass spectrometry.
Minute detailing of this kind helps

researchers identify the specific type of
wood. The result of that testing found the
canoe was most likely made between 1721
and 1818, making it relatively young compared with other dugout canoes discovered
in the state.
Telling Dakota history

Cultural centers like the Shakopee
Mdewakanton Sioux Community’s
Hoċokata Ti are vital hubs for cultural
heritage, language, and historical context.
Many misconceptions exist about
Native American communities. Tribal
cultural centers and exhibits provide an
opportunity for tribal governments and
their citizens to maintain and preserve
their ancestors’ artifacts, tell their own

Hoċokata Ti (ho-cho-kah-tah-tee)
is an important hub of heritage,
language, and history. Museum
exhibiting an assortment of
traditional Mdewakanton Dakota
cultural artifacts. Gift shop
featuring a variety of Native-made
art, music, beaded and quilled
items, books, and craft supplies.

Meaning:
Hoċokata Ti means “the lodge at
the center of the camp” in Dakota.

Opened:
July 2019

Managed by:
Shakopee Mdewakanton
Sioux Community

Square feet:
84,000

Location:
2300 Tiwahe Circle, Shakopee, MN

Website:
ShakopeeDakota.org/Culture/
HocokataTi

Museum hours:
Wed.–Sat., 10 a.m.–4 p.m.

Keith B. Anderson is the chairman of the
Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community.
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A STITCH IN TIME

Made in Minneapolis, sewn all over the world
BY SAMANTHA R. CROSSLAND

W

HEN WE THINK of home sewing patterns, we tend to think
of the Big Four: Simplicity, Butterick, McCall’s, and Vogue.
Of course, there are many other small pattern companies as well
as upstart indie companies on websites like Etsy
too. But right here in Hennepin County,
one well-known company got its start in
creating knitwear patterns and became an
important part of the home sewing community of Minnesota and beyond. That company
is Kwik Sew.
Kerstin Martensson McMaster was born
in Gothenberg, Sweden, on July 14, 1938. She
went to school for fashion and patternmaking
in both Sweden and England. When she was
in her 20s, she moved to the United States to be
an international representative for the Swedish
sewing machine company Viking. At that time,
she met the man who would become her husband,
Robert McMaster.
During her stint with Viking, she developed patterns to
teach home sewers how to work more effectively with knits.
Compared to today, knits were still relatively inaccessible to home
sewers and Viking wanted to change that. Between the company’s
new home machine that accommodated knits and Kerstin’s patterns, a whole world of home sewing opened. With her extensive
knowledge and suite of patterns, Kerstin started her own range of
stretch-friendly patterns. In 1967, she founded Sew Knit & Stretch
Company in Minneapolis.
In 1974, Kerstin changed the name to Kwik Sew after diversifying to a broader range of patterns. She remained chief designer for
a decade. Kwik Sew also provided training to sewing instructors
for machine vendors. The company grew to the point
where they had offices and warehouses in Canada,
New Zealand, and Australia. During this
time, she penned several books,
many of which

involved sewing for children and were cowritten with Robert. Their
son, Eric, a baby at the time, was the perfect built-in cover model.
I toured the Kwik Sew offices in North Minneapolis when I was
in fashion school years ago, so I imagined information about the
company would be accessible and plentiful. But I met several roadblocks. For instance, there’s not a single Kwik Sew pattern in any metroarea museum. Luckily, I was able to connect with Kerstin
McMaster’s son for this article. He spoke about
what a savvy businesswoman she was and how
she created a market that
did not exist for the home
sewer at the time. She was the company and she worked
hands-on until she passed away in 2002.
Kwik Sew was acquired by McCall’s in 2011. Five years later
McCall’s and the others in the Big Four were all purchased by the
English company CSS. After 2011 it is almost impossible to find
in-depth information on Kwik Sew, even though their patterns
are still in production and on shelves in local JoAnn stores.
In a sweet turn of events, it’s likely that Eric owns the only
complete collection of Kwik Sew patterns from before the
McCall’s acquisition.
Kerstin Martensson McMaster was a powerhouse who encouraged and taught women to sew and who built an empire. We, as
Minnesotans, should elevate her legacy. We are a land of artists
and crafters, fostered in large measure by Kerstin and her ideas.

Samantha R. Crossland is the owner and designer of the label
Samantha Rei. She’s been featured in Huffington Post, Gothic Beauty,
Glamour UK and Vogue UK and was a contestant on season 16 of
Lifetime’s Project Runway. She’s a cast member on the upcoming
The Collective, a reality show during Fashion Week, October 8–10, 2021.
Online tickets available at thecollectivefashionshow.com. For more
information, visit samantharei.com.

In addition to everyday wear for women, men, and children, Kwik Sew offered patterns for
costumes, swimsuits, pajamas, lingerie, purses and tote bags, outerwear, athleticwear, hats,
stuffed animals, hand puppets, dolls, and “no-sew” instructions for fleece.
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OUR BUILT HISTORY

The Chateau Co-op Dining Club
BY BILL BEYER, FAIA, EMERITUS

M

OST BUILDINGS LAST A LONG TIME . Pillsbury Hall at the

University of Minnesota turns 132 this year. The Chateau
Co-op Dining Club in nearby Dinkytown fell into the unique
building category of, “If you blinked, you missed it.” The building
survived as an eatery from 1964 to 1969. Then U of M School of
Architecture students occupied it as a design studio until 1972
when it was razed.
When founded in 1945 by returning World War II veterans who
were attending the university, the Chateau Dining Co-op occupied
various existing buildings. The vets thought the cooperative model,
where members owned their own organization, would provide the
most benefit to the largest number of students.
They operated successfully, keeping meal costs to less than 75
cents, demonstrating can-do post-war frugality and organizational
acumen. By 1963 meal costs had edged upward, and co-op members
decided they needed a new building. They hired Ralph Rapson —
then head of the university’s Architecture School — to design it.
Ralph and his associate Kay Lockhart gave them a design facing
13th Avenue Southeast at the corner of 5th Street Southeast that was
truly modern, full of light and air, with a skylit interior spatial wonderland of overlooks and ample daylight. Construction began in late
1963 and was completed for fall classes in 1964.
In a 2012 YouTube video, Lockhart described a lightweight steel
superstructure with 4-by-4-inch steel perimeter columns allowing
the structural support for the roof to be concealed in larger window
mullions, giving the randomly crenelated white stucco roof volume
a floating quality.
Lockhart noted that the firm’s design of the Lake Minnetonka
home for Philip and Eleanor Pillsbury Jr. was on the boards at the
same time, and featured many of the same design elements. That
Rapson masterpiece survived only until 1997 before being replaced
by a McMansion.
Co-op responds to market change

Chateau Co-op managing members blamed changing market conditions for the dining club’s demise, so they regrouped and changed
markets in response. They organized a cooperative housing venture,
which replaced the dining club with a 17-story, 127-unit housing
tower. Designed by Williams/O’Brien Architects, it opened in 1973,
keeping “The Chateau” moniker.
Architect Jim O’Brien recalled meeting co-op manager Paul
Merrill (now deceased) at a housing conference in Detroit: “The mortgage balance was close to $450,000, and there was no longer any
income. . . . He had tried to sell the building for quite some time but
was unsuccessful.” No surprise there; the building was a unicorn.
O’Brien helped his clients explore moving the building, which
proved structurally infeasible, then using the Chateau as the entry
lobby for the new housing tower, but codes would not allow the
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mixed construction types. Williams/O’Brien even considered buying the building for use as their own offices, but couldn’t swing it.
Finally, the Southeast Minneapolis Planning Advisory Committee
(SEMPAC), which included Ralph’s wife, Mary, unanimously
approved demolition.
Those changed market conditions after 1964 were largely due
to another Dinkytown dining venue, opening in February 1963 just
two blocks east. Ray Kroc had taken over the McDonald’s corporation in 1960, added indoor seating in 1962, and had opened his
one-thousandth US franchise by 1968.
With 1963 burgers at the Dinkytown restaurant priced at 15 cents,
fries at 12, and milk shakes at 20, a student could get a meal for
47 cents — about half the price charged by the Chateau. The fastfood juggernaut was eating the Chateau’s lunch every day.
An incident of food poisoning in April 1965 couldn’t have helped.
Twenty-eight students were treated at the U of M Health Service,
three of them hospitalized, after eating “a lot of leftovers.” The co-op
was running want ads for new cooks almost every week.
The dining co-op idea could not survive America’s fast-food
frenzy, but the housing co-op — renamed “Riverton” in 1997 — has
thrived, adding multiple existing apartment buildings to its housing stock. Its first all-new building, the Fourth Street Cooperative
at the corner of 13th Avenue Southeast and 4th Street Southeast,
opened in 2015 to fill out the block.
Meanwhile, the Dinkytown McDonald’s has closed and is scheduled to be razed for construction of more student housing. It’s a good
bet that golden arches will reappear somewhere on the premises.
And, while McLunch and McMansion may still be trending,
it’s nice to have a unicorn now and again.

Bill Beyer, FAIA, retired from the practice of architecture in 2019. He
has served as president of AIA Minnesota, president of the Minnesota
Architectural Foundation, as a regional director on the AIA national
board, and has written over 100 articles as a contributing editor for
Architecture Minnesota magazine. He is a trustee of the St. Louis Park
Historical Society and author of its new book, Places in the Park:
A Physical History of St. Louis Park, Minnesota.
McDonald’s ad courtesy St. Louis Park Historical Society.
Photo below courtesy of author.

Photos courtesy Northwest Architectural Archives and Rapson Architects.
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COUNT Y LIFE

The early bike trail movement in Hennepin County
BY IRIC NATHANSON

T

HE LINE ON THE MAP cut across South Minneapolis at Lake

Street, moving from one end of the city to the other. Then, at
the western city limits, the line moved out through the western
suburbs, ending at Lake Minnetonka.
On this 1899 map (see next spread), the line at Lake Street served
as a key link in an expansive bike trail system that extended
throughout the Twin Cities. Titled “Cycling Routes in the Twin
Cities,” the map reflected the popular enthusiasm for biking that
would reach its peak at the turn of the last century.
The biking boom during those years was spurred by the development of the chain-driven safety bike, which replaced the clumsy
high-wheelers. This newly redesigned bicycle, rode on pneumatic
tires and made cycling accessible to men and women alike. Soon,
thousands of Americans were ready to take a spin on their own
easy-to-ride two-wheelers. In the 1890s, a cycling craze took hold
in the Twin Cities as it did in urban centers across the country.
In 1899, on the first Saturday in May, an unidentified Minneapolis
Tribune writer rhapsodized about the advent of spring biking and
the throngs of people on the bike paths. “Wheels, wheels, whirling
wheels,” he wrote. “Where ever one turned; it was the same sight. It
was a typical cycling day and thousands upon thousands were out
to enjoy it. . . . From the byways
they came seeking favorite
paths in increasing numbers
as the hours sped by. The many
grew into crowds and these
into multitudes. And the whirl
continued throughout the day.”1
On a national level, the
whirling crowds were encouraged by an organization with
a high-society pedigree, the
League of American
Wheelmen, established in 1880
in Newport, Rhode Island, the
summer gathering place for
some of America’s wealthiest
families. The League of
American Wheelmen gave
cycling an upper-class sheen at
the end of the 19th century, but
the organization was more
than a collection of well-to-do
sportsmen. It used its political
clout to promote road and cycle
path improvements for the
thousands of people attracted
to this new American pastime.2
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Independent organizations started springing up in communities
throughout the US to serve as cycling advocates at city halls.
In Minneapolis, cycling enthusiasts, known as wheelmen, many
from the city’s leading families, got their own advocate when the
Minneapolis Cycle Path Association (MCPA) was established in
March 1896. According to the Tribune, the cycling organization was
created “for the work of securing favorable legislation and constructing a cycle path between the Twin Cities.” 3
The newly formed advocacy group sprang into action. Within a
few months, the group, led by its president, A. H. Choate, was able to
win city council approval for an MCPA-backed ordinance creating a
system of cycle paths in Minneapolis. At a public hearing prior to the
final vote, Choate urged the council to approve the ordinance, telling
its members that cycling was becoming an increasingly popular pastime in Minnesota’s largest city. With their numbers likely to exceed
30,000 during the current season. Choate said that the city’s cyclers
had to contend with poorly maintained roads, particularly in the
city’s outlying neighborhoods where the streets were not paved.
When one of the aldermen spoke up in opposition to the cycle
path plan, one of his colleagues chided him, saying, “I guess a
majority of the council will respect the wishes of the 30,000

wheelmen, and I think you would too, particularly before the next
election.” 4 In the end, the city council adopted the plan on a unanimous vote. The plan provided that 25 city residents could petition
the council to establish a bicycle path on a city roadway. In response
to the petition, the council could authorize the construction of a
path, provided the cost was covered solely with private funds.
Over the following half dozen years, the 1896 ordinance
enabled the MCPA to build a path on a series of city streets
once it received council authorization for a specific construction project. One project was approved in November
1897, when the council enabled the MCPA to build a
bike path along Lake Street between what is now Bde
Maka Ska Boulevard and the eastern city limits at
the Mississippi River. The 4-foot-wide cinder path,
raised 6 inches above the road, soon became one
of the city’s most popular bikeways.
To raise funds to cover the cost of building
the paths, the MCPA sold Cycle Path License
Tags at $1 apiece. By the fall of 1897, the cycling
group reported that it had raised more the
$1,200, mainly through the sale of the tags. Over
the following three years, it would use these funds
to build paths along 5th Avenue North, 18th Avenue
Northeast, and Portland and Lyndale Avenues.
Working with Hennepin County Commissioners, the
MCPA would also move out beyond the Minneapolis city
limits to build paths on
Minnetonka Boulevard and
other suburban streets.
When they were not out
riding or selling biking tags,
the wheelmen of the MCPA
often pitched in to help with
path construction. One such
project, in suburban
Robbinsdale, attracted a group
of 60 Minneapolis volunteers on Saturday July 1, 1899. The previous weekend, volunteers had started work on the Robbinsdale
project. “A portion of the path last Saturday had been rolled and
surfaced, and was in every way a success,” the Tribune reported.
“There is no doubt that the work done today will turn out as well.”
The paper went on to report “the people of Robbinsdale have
entered into the spirit of the thing and are lending all the assistance in their power. They will be out in force today and will show
the wheelmen of Minneapolis how to work eight hours straight
without turning a hair.” 5
By the end of 1899, the members of the MCPA could look back
at three years of solid accomplishments, with more than 30 miles
of paths built as a result of their efforts. But the group’s secretary,
C.H. Vanderhoof, was not satisfied. “We have got to have more
paths in this city,” he declared at a meeting of the organization
on November 8. “The wheelmen of Minneapolis must certainly
appreciate what has been done, and should be more than willing
to contribute their dollars to the movement. And, aside from the
personal benefits, take pride in the name this city is winning. All
through the country, Minneapolis is spoken of as the foremost
city in cycle paths. People come from far away just to ride on our
paths and boulevards.” 6 More than 100 years later, Minneapolis

would receive the same accolades when it was named the number
one biking city in the country.
Vanderhoof may have taken an optimistic view of the future of
biking in Minneapolis, but his optimism was not warranted. Even
then, a new, more exciting form of transportation, the automobile,
was dimming the allure of the bicycle.
During the first decade of the 20th century, biking declined
sharply everywhere as many middle- and upper-class wheelmen began riding on four wheels rather than two. No longer
a fashionable pastime as it had been before the turn of the
century, biking was now becoming a utilitarian means of
transportation rather than a recreation. In 1905, the
Tribune observed that while the cycling craze may
have passed, “thousands of laboring men now
use their wheels to get to and from their
work and this class of people is growing
every year.” 7
In 1904, the Minneapolis city engineer
noted many outlying bicycle paths “had
grown up with weeds.” At the same time,
sales of cycle path license tags began to
plummet, declining from a high point of 30,000
in 1901 to only about 700 in 1909.8
After 1906, the Minneapolis Cycle Path Association
disappeared from the pages of the local papers. The early
bike trail along Lake Street disappeared as well, a victim of
Lake Street’s emergence as a
major transportation and commercial corridor.
Few if any signs of the early
cycle paths remain today, but a
revival of the biking movement
in the 1970s spurred the development of new bike trails,
many following the same
routes shown on the 1899 map.
In the 21st century, the Midtown Greenway, one block north of
Lake, serves a key link in a countywide bike trail system, just as the
Lake Street cycle path did more than 100 years ago.

Iric Nathanson, is a long-time contributor to Hennepin History. He is an
instructor for the University’s Osher Lifelong Learning Institute and he
writes a history feature for the online daily MinnPost. Iric’s most recent
book, Minneapolis’s Lake Street, was published in 2020.
Images courtesy Minnesota Historical Society.

REFERENCES
1 Minneapolis Tribune, May 8, 1899, page 7.
2 See Carleton Reid, Roads Were Not Built for Cars: How cyclists were the first to
push for good roads and became the pioneers of motoring (Washington: Island
Press, 2015), page 4.
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Minneapolis Tribune, March 3, 1986, page 5.
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Minneapolis Tribune, November 9, 1899, page 10.
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HISTORY CENTERFOLD

B

ike trails in 1899 crisscrossed
the metro area from Anoka to
Bloomington, Lake Minnetonka to
Stillwater, and Forest Lake to Farmington.
Many of our modern-day bike trails
follow these same routes. Produced
by the St. Paul Cycle Path Association,
and printed at 17x20 inches, trails were
marked in red and were ranked by
abilities ranging from level to hilly
to fair and even bad and impassable.

To see this map in full color, click
on the link at hennepinhistory.org/
hennepin-history-magazine.
Images courtesy Minnesota Historical Society.
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William F. Brooks – for the love of the green
BY JOSEPH GLADKE

W

ILLIAM BROOKS knew that to grow

members into making a radical change to
the game of golf, you needed to grow
their mowing practices. For most of the
a great green. Brooks’s keen interest in
first two decades of Minnesota golf, mowimproving playing conditions was motiers that were pulled by horses cut the
vated by his desire to lower golf course
courses. Brooks saw several issues with this
maintenance expenses — so golf could
practice. First, the horses’ hooves pressed
become a sport for all, not just the wealthy.
down the grass, causing the mowers to
In 2020, William Brooks was recognized for
his decades of service to the game, through
his induction into the Minnesota
Golf Hall of Fame.
Brooks became the
Grounds Committee
chairman at the
Minikahda Club
in 1915, a position he held
for the next 13
years. Brooks
took his job as
Grounds
Committee
chairman seriously, saying, “What is
golf without a good golf
course? We may luxuriate in
the privileges of a magnificent clubBrooks at the top of the hill with his mower in action.
house; we may call our own a host of
Photo from Golfers Magazine, September 1920.
congenial friends; we may enjoy the
most ideal climatic conditions; we may
have the best of instructors; we may posmiss some of the grass. The horses also
sess the finest clubs that money can buy;
slowed down as they pulled the mower up
but if a conveniently located, scientifically
the hill, which decreased the speed of the
constructed and properly maintained
cutters, resulting in a poor cut. The horses’
course is not available on which to play,
hooves also damaged the turf when condigolf loses its greatest charm.”
tions were wet. And then there was the
issue of the “mess” horses left behind.
A mower for the ages
Brooks, who earned a mechanical engiBrooks worked with head greenskeeper
neering degree from the Worchester
Charles Erickson to constantly improve the
(Massachusetts) Institute of Technology,
condition of the course and look for ways
believed there was a much better way to cut
to decrease maintenance costs. Brooks and
fairways. The club purchased a six-horseErickson conducted experiments with a
power Toro tractor. Erickson and members
variety of grass types to determine which
of the grounds crew took off the front
were the best. They also developed a spiked
wheels and added a frame with five cutting
roller used on dry areas to help maintain
assemblies. This allowed for a 142-inch
the soil moisture. In the spring of 1920,
Brooks talked the Minikahda board
swath of grass to be cut, far surpassing the
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widest mower on the market, the
Townsend’s Triplex that could cut an
86-inch swath. The men attached a cable
to each end of the frame, that they used to
help steer the mower. The rear tractor
wheels were a 12-inch-wide drum with
metal spikes, that helped with traction and
constantly aerated the turf. His new invention did not have the issues of the horsepulled mowers and produced a
more uniform cut, was
roughly one-third faster
and was cheaper to
operate.
Brooks
shared his
invention
with John S.
(Sam) Clapper,
president of
the Toro
Manufacturing
Company. In 1920,
the Toro was a small
fish in a large ocean of
farm implement companies.
While Brooks was trying to improve
turf conditions at Minikahda, Clapper
had a much larger vision. The efficiencies achieved from a mower like
this meant golf courses across the
country would be interested in buying
one. Toro made a similar mower for the
Minneapolis Golf Club in 1920. Aggressive
marketing of the mower began in 1921 and
featured a photo of the mower on the
Minikahda Club links. Brooks provided
Toro with a personal testimony of the merits of the new mower for their marketing
material, including this foreshadowing
statement: “I feel that this machine will
revolutionize the cutting of grass on golf
courses.” Toro filed for a patent on the
lawn mower on June 13, 1921 and Patent
1,427,617 was issued on August 29, 1922.
Toro improved upon the initial design by
making the frame flexible, which provided
better mowing results. Clapper filed for a

patent for the Flexible Frame Mower
on November 7, 1921, and received Patent
1,693,475 on November 27, 1928.
Sharing expertise

In January 1922, Brooks was one of 25 individuals from across the country to be
elected to the Green Section of the United
States Golf Association (USGA). The purpose of this group was to share information about budgeting, course architecture,
maintenance practices, grass types, watering, turf cutting, dealing with insects, diseases, winter kill, weed control,
fertilization, top dressing, and other topics, all in an effort to improve course conditions and lower the costs of operating a
golf course. If the game of golf was going
to grow to become more than a game for
only the wealthy, maintenance methods
needed to be standardized and costs
needed to be lowered.
To meet those goals, in February 1922
Brooks organized a meeting of the Greens
Chairmen and greenkeepers of the Twin
Cities. Representatives from 18 clubs (private and public), including Clapper, participated in the first meeting and agreed to
hold meetings year-round. They organized
tours of different clubs so they could discuss suggested improvements. This group
would eventually evolve into the
Greenkeepers’ Association of Minnesota.
Customization continues

Brooks put his engineering skills to work
once again in the summer of 1923. After
several years of drought conditions, Brooks
was looking for a cost-effective way to
water the fairways. He convinced the
Minikahda board to give him $2,000 to
develop a solution to this problem. He
devised a machine made of two sections,
each 53 feet in length made of 1 1/2-inch
pipe supported by two trucks on casters.
The two sections were connected by a
heavy hose supported by a single truck.
Each machine had four rotary sprinkler

Charles Erickson (left) prepares the Sea Serpent for watering of the 9th fairway while William Brooks (center)
admires their new invention. Photo from Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Minikahda Club, 1923.

heads, that could cover an area 160 feet
across by 60 feet in length. His men affectionately named this machine the Sea
Serpent. By September, they had four
machines in operation and their turf had
never looked better. Brooks presented to
the USGA Greens Section about the development of the Sea Serpent and wrote an
article for the November 1923 issue of the
Bulletin of the Green Section.
Toro filed for a patent on a Sprinkling
Apparatus on October 18, 1923, and
received Patent 1,601,199 on September 28,
1926. In 1924, they began marketing the
“Sea Serpent,” again using the testimony
of William Brooks about the merits of
the device.
Brooks continued to attend the national
USGA Green Section meetings and bring
back key information to share at home. He
also arranged to have national experts
come to Minneapolis to speak on turf
issues and maintenance practices.
On March 19, 1928, Brooks died

unexpectedly of a heart attack. From his
final bit of green in Lakewood Cemetery,
one can look across the lake and see his
beloved Minikahda Club.
At the time of his death, Toro had
become one of the largest suppliers of golf
course maintenance equipment in the US.
Today, Toro is one of the world leaders in
golf course maintenance equipment, not
to mention their numerous other business
lines. In 2020, the Toro Company had over
$3.38 billion in sales.

Joseph Gladke grew up caddying at Hillcrest
Country Club in St. Paul and received the
Chick Evans Caddie Scholarship to attend the
University of Minnesota. He has been
collecting Minnesota golf-related artifacts for
more than 28 years and is a member of the
Golf Heritage Society.
The author wishes to acknowledge Bob Wolff,
former Toro Company historian, for his
assistance with this article.
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When Hollywood Came to MSP
BY BRUCE BRUEMMER

F

OUR “DISPLAY” AIRPLANES were parked around the cylindrical
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Snow, stars, and long hours

Movie director Seaton wanted to shoot on location and needed
a locale that could be made to look like a Chicago airport. He was
attracted to Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport (MSP) not
by offers from a state film board, not by tax incentives, but the one
thing locals love to loathe: snow. The premise of a blizzard and a plane
stuck in the snow on a runway
helped drive the tension in the
movie, so the more snow, the better. Other sites were considered,
but MSP was attractive not only for
its winter conditions, but also its
light airplane traffic at night, and
its modern-looking airport terminal, which opened in 1962.
The Metropolitan Airports
Commission (MAC) approved
the use of the airport by Universal
City Studios, and the Minneapolis
Tribune announced the production
on December 17, 1968. Most of the
cast had been chosen by that time,
so the big Hollywood names were
announced in the article. Crews
planned to arrive in January and
finish by March. Most tantalizing
for the local readers was the line,
“A large number of extras will be
needed for some of the scenes.” 2
Local columnists pounced on
the announcement. Two days
later, Will Jones had interviewed
producer Ross Hunter about his
discovery of Sandra Dee and Rock
Hudson, and his hopes for discovering local talent and using “hundreds” of extras. The news sent
Minneapolis Star columnist
Barbara Flanagan “rushing to the
closet for my tap shoes.” 3
Ray Gosnell, the production
manager, said “it’s always easier
when you’re the first location company in a given area. Everybody
wants to be in the picture. They don’t know it’s just a lot of standing
around and getting very tired.”
Residents in this given area were amped for the chance to for the
chance to be in a Hollywood movie, and the floodgates were opened
toward the end of January 1969 when the Minnesota Employment

Photos courtesy Minnesota Historical Society.

Cooper Theatre in St. Louis Park in preparation for a special
premiere of the movie, Airport. Its first night on March 18, 1970, featured a benefit hosted by former vice president Hubert Humphrey
and his wife, attracting a full house of 800 and raising $30,000 for
residential programs and facilities for people with intellectual disabilities.1 One star of the movie,
Jacqueline Bisset, and the director,
George Seaton, flew to
Minneapolis to attend the event.
The premiere was the culmination
of a love fest between the Twin
Cities and the production
of arguably the first big-time
Hollywood movie to shoot on
location in Minnesota.
In 1957, Alex Hailey, the granddaddy of the airplane disaster
motif, wrote a script for Zero
Hour!, a film about airline pilots
succumbing to food poisoning. He
continued the genre in 1968 with
his best-seller, Airport. Jet-age
Airport became a franchise of
three more airplane-related movies and induced Hollywood to
produce a slew of disaster movies,
usually commercial successes
if not always tolerable films.
The plot of Airport centers
on the preparation and flight
of Trans Global 2 to Rome. The
manager of Lincoln Airport (Burt
Lancaster) copes with another
Trans Global plane stuck on the
main runway, and is forced to
direct flights over a noise-sensitive area. The pilot (Dean Martin)
is distracted by his affair with a
stewardess (Bisset), who has just
informed him of her pregnancy. A
self-described “little old lady” (Helen Hayes) sneaks on the plane
as a stowaway. An unsuccessful and despondent salesman (Van
Heflin) tries to buy a better life for his wife (Maureen Stapleton)
by purchasing flight insurance and plotting to blow up the plane
en route. George Kennedy, the only actor to appear in all the
Airport movies, plays the ground airline engineer who fixes everything. And this is not even all of the stars!

Service announced it was taking applications for extras. The basic
rate was $15 per night with $3 for a food break. In the application,
women were required to describe themselves as collegiate, chic and
statuesque, matronly, or mod. The movie got special dispensation
from the state to include a question about race. The producers
needed the crowd scenes to reflect the diversity of a typical metropolitan area, and in 1970, only 2.7 percent of the five-county metro
area were people of color.4
Within five days, the producer ran an advertisement in the
paper thanking Twin Citians for an overwhelming response that
“resulted in more applications . . . than can be accepted,” a polite
way of telling people to give up.5 About 7,500 people applied, and
the largest single call was for 850 extras.
Temporary employment was not the only contribution the film
made
to the local economy. The MAC got over $26,500 for equipment,
The Boeing 707, star of the movie Airport, moves along the taxiway at
materials
and personnel at the airport. Energy Manufacturing
MSP in January 1969 with the Trans Global Airlines livery.
provided 100 snowmobile suits to the predominately Californian
production crew, and another firm received
an order for 150 hand warmers. A local construction company dug
a wooden apron on the field for the stuck Boeing 707 (nowhere near
the real runway 29). W. R. Grace supplied 4,000 cubic feet of grey
insulation to simulate the mud that was under the plane.6
The press had fun when it was discovered that the film had
ordered 1,800 pounds of white plastic flakes from Wisconsin as a
snow substitute. This was in addition to 8,000 pounds of corn flakes
that were in snow scenes in case the real stuff proved problematic.
In spite of all this spending, Airport did not generate close to the $3 to
$4 million that producer Hunter claimed would come to Minnesota.7
Filming started in February and was scheduled for a month. The
first star of the film was the Boeing 707 acquired from cargo carrier
Flying Tigers. N324F would double as Trans Global’s plane that was
stuck blocking the main runway, and also the airliner’s plane that
The Boeing 707, in Trans Global livery, takes its “stuck” position off the
was forced by the bomb to return to the airport. Except for the opentaxiway at MSP while the Airport film crew looks on.
ing credits and the ending
inspection of the disabled
plane, all of the filming at MSP
was conducted at night either
in the terminal or outside on
the field.
The human stars arrived in
the middle of February, starting
with Heflin, an avid fisherman
who came early to experience
ice fishing. Unfortunately, the
season had already ended,
prompting Barbara Flanagan
to suggest that an exception
be made for him; “Think what
a dandy image that gives us.”
Never mind that he played the
depressed bomber in the story.
The other performers followed.
Maureen Stapleton and Dean
Martin came by train; neither
liked flying — ironic since
Martin played the pilot of the
injured plane. Helen Hayes
A crew prepares a floor of timbers off the MSP taxiway to support the Boeing 707 plane. In the background the
stayed at the Sheraton Ritz
North Central Airline hangar is left of the new control tower. To the right is the old airport terminal.
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The opening shot of the MSP terminal in Airport. The left side was
the real ticket counter. The right side with Trans Global was fictional.
At center are Trans Global flight attendants in hooded suits sporting
the “Airport Look” designed for the film by Edith Head.
Photo courtesy NBC Universal Media.

in Minneapolis, and the Tribune featured a photograph of the manager attaching a placard naming the suite after her.8
The biggest fuss was over Jean Seberg and Burt Lancaster.
Tribune columnist Will Jones covered Seberg’s arrival on February
16 and dubbed her “Iowa’s Parisienne,” reflecting her birthplace and
residence, respectively. Jim Klobuchar reported that Lancaster “left
hundreds of housewives demoralized” at the airport by missing his
plane. Barbara Flanagan was able to catch up to the actor jogging
around the Milwaukee Road Station, where a photographer captured Yardmaster Dick Bourgerie joining in the exercise.9
Ross Hunter’s promise to discover some local talent eventually
focused on Nancy Nelson. Nelson was in a show at the Old Log
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Theatre and was known to Twin Cities audiences through her
modeling and as the “Princess of Prizes” of the local TV show,
Bowlerama. The young actress initially missed the auditions
because she had been fogged in at O’Hare Airport, but impressed
the film’s casting director when they happened to cross paths at
WCCO. She was cast in the speaking role of Bunnie, the salesperson
who sells the bomber (Heflin) his flight insurance. She received
much local press and went on to become a successful producer
of early television infomercials.10
Truths of the day

Hailey’s book added a smorgasbord of social issues to the story,
including abortion, mental stress and depression of our traffic controllers, and the practice of hawking travel insurance near ticketing
counters to profit insurers and airports. In the movie these issues
were diminished to avoid interfering with the plot. But the one
issue that would resonate with Twin Cities audiences was flight

noise. The fictional Lincoln Airport assumed the runway orientation
of the real MSP; runway 29 was shut down while 22 took all the
traffic, forcing flights over noise-sensitive Meadowbrook.11
Most Minneapolis and Richfield residents could identify with
Meadowbrook. At the same time the press was covering the production of Airport, readers could follow MAC’s consideration of a new
airport in Ham Lake Township.
The movie gives a glimpse of the airport as it was seven years
after its opening. Younger audiences will be dumbstruck at the surface parking and the color-coded concourses. The opening credits
show snow-clearing equipment in action, including an odd device
that directs flames at the surface of the runway. This was actually
an innovation of MSP Airport Manager Roy Johnson, who combined it with sand to make ice-covered runways useable.12 The control tower, built five years earlier, is shown, as is the old Super
America filling station. The movie took pains to use Illinois plates
on most of the autos that were parked or dropping people off, but

glimpses of Minnesota plates remain.
The most significant change to the airport was the addition of
temporary ticket counters opposite the real ones to make the ticketing level look busier and to display more airline names. The old
Northwest Orient Airlines ticketing area is prominent across from
the temporary Trans Global desk. United Airlines did not want to be
featured in an airplane disaster movie, so the filming crew changed
their booth to Lufthansa during the evening. There were reports of
customers trying to use these fictional stations.
Also missing was any hint of airport security. The film was shot
long before MSP was reconfigured for metal detectors, when anyone could enter the terminal and walk straight to a gate. In some
ways this makes the entire plot of the movie too unbelievable from
today’s perspective. The character of the little old-lady stowaway,
an Oscar-winning performance by Hayes, certainly could not happen today. (Well, except for 66-year-old Marilyn Hartman who got
to London from Chicago by performing the same crime in 2018.13)
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Avenue Viaduct was a first step in the city’s
attempt to remove rail activity to allow
redevelopment of the North Loop and Mill
District.
In a May 11, 2018, Star Tribune article,
James Lileks remembered the viaduct as
the “most hated bridge in Minneapolis . . .
an ugly, deadly road hazard” and “a dark,
tar-stained bridge over a trough near
Washington and Chicago Avenues South.
Rusted girders, rotten wood, somber stone.”
The viaduct crossed Washington
Avenue for 100 years and was demolished
in 1984. Only the ghost of it remains today
at the unexplained dip on Washington at
Chicago Avenue.

MIKE CRONIN is a geographer and former
planner with the city of Minneapolis. One of
his roles was initiating contact and
coordinating with the railroads to end rail
activity along the riverfront.
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Invitation and two photos on right courtesy City of Minneapolis.
Photo below courtesy the author.

ABOVE: Minneapolis city council members

ABOVE: Demolition crew cutting steel trusses during demolition, 1984.

Brian Coyle, Barbara Carlson, Van White, and
Tony Scallon at viaduct demolition, 1984.
LEFT: Invitation to viaduct demolition, 1984.

BELOW: Washington Avenue Viaduct, 1984.
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Heidelberg Dining Lounge
Linking old-world cuisine with the new
BY CARRIE HATLER

H

EIDELBERG DINING LOUNGE opened on the corner of 66th

Street and Lyndale Avenue South in Richfield in November
1954. Owner Matthew “Bud” Rush was a 30-year veteran of the
restaurant industry, having operated Bud’s Snack Shop with his
wife, Florence, from the mid-1930s until 1953. Located at 48th and
Chicago in Minneapolis, Bud’s was a casual eatery and popular
hangout for teenagers.
By the 1950s, Bud and Florence were looking for a new opportunity. They envisioned a restaurant with more space, a sophisticated
menu, and a high-quality dining experience. They chose a convenient location in Richfield that was close enough to draw people
from Minneapolis and offered enough space for the restaurant
and a large parking lot.
The restaurant’s exterior was unassuming and decidedly
American — a low, one-level building with a beveled corner. The
simple sign on the corner of the restaurant read “Heidelberg” in
old-world lettering. The interior, however, transported guests to
southwest Germany.
Metal chandeliers cast a romantic glow around the dining room,
and murals painted behind faux windows added to the illusion of
dining on the Neckar River. The plush carpeting, sturdy oak tables
with captain’s chairs, wood paneling, and a long, bulky bar completed the look. Soft, enjoyable organ music that played during
dinner heightened the charming German atmosphere.
The menu featured several German favorites alongside American
fine-dining staples like steaks and seafood. Heidelberg specialties
included wiener schnitzel, sauerbraten, knackwurst, German potato

pancakes, and Bavarian bratwurst. Each of the
traditional German dinners started with a
salad, soup, hot German potato salad, relish
tray, and piping hot popovers before the main
course arrived at the table.
The old-world atmosphere, expertly prepared food, and convenient location proved to
be a recipe for success. Guests stood in line outside the restaurant for a chance of getting a
table at the last minute. Just one year after
opening, Bud expanded the dining room to
accommodate more tables. The kitchen was
updated to work more efficiently in a smaller footprint,
which allowed for booths to be added.
Sadly, Bud Rush passed away in 1960 at the age of 53.
Florence became the restaurant’s sole owner and promised
guests the same high-quality food and service they’d come to
expect at Heidelberg. One of the couple’s sons eventually
took over the restaurant. Heidelberg Dining Lounge continued to serve American favorites and traditional German
specialties until 1974.

Carrie Hatler is the founder of Forgotten Minnesota and
works in the tourism industry. She enjoys spending time
exploring Minnesota, photographing old buildings, and
collecting vintage recipes.

POPOVERS
6 eggs, slightly beaten
1 cup milk
1/4 cup salad oil (vegetable or canola oil)
1 cup flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
Blend eggs, milk, and oil by hand or at the slowest speed in an
electric mixer. Add flour and salt. Mix at medium speed until
smooth.
Preheat the oven to 450 degrees. Heat cast-iron popover pans or
cast-iron cupcake pans. Coat pans with oil.
Fill every other cup about three-fourths full of batter. Bake in a
450-degree oven for 30 minutes, then reduce oven heat to 300
degrees and bake 15 minutes more.
Makes 10–12 popovers.

HEIDELBERG SALAD
SALAD

DRESSING

1/2 Spanish onion,

2/3 cup sour cream

sliced

1/3 cup mayonnaise

1/2 cup croutons

2 tablespoons lemon juice
Salt and pepper
Garlic powder
1 tablespoon cream or half-and-half
Lemon wedges

4 strips cooked
crispy bacon
Romaine lettuce
Head lettuce

Combine salad dressing ingredients. Season with salt, pepper, and
garlic powder to taste.
Break up lettuce. Add onion separated into rings. Toss with salad
dressing. Sprinkle with croutons and crisp bacon pieces. Garnish
with lemon wedges.
Serves 4.
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Images courtesy Hennepin County Library.
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